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Welcome to the Ghost Orchid Project Season Report for 2015!
The Ghost Orchid Project once again got off to a great start for the
2015 season, with 10 new volunteers joining our existing 18 active
Ghost Hunters to generously offer their time to the project.
8 sites in total from Herefordshire and the Chilterns were searched
thoroughly on a regular basis by our volunteers from June through
to October, and we received 34 individual reports (not including the
guided Herefordshire trips) covering various visits over the duration
of the survey season. A massive thank you to all the volunteers that
took part over the summer and autumn – your help was vital in
understanding more about Ghost Orchids and their requirements in
Britain - we couldn’t have done it without you! We received some
incredibly detailed reports and photographs from many of you, and
we hope your much valued support will continue on in to the 2016
season!

2015
Summary
What have
we learned in 2015?
Unfortunately, no Ghost Orchids were discovered throughout the duration of the 2015 season. This year the ground was
seen to be much wetter than last year’s extremely dry autumn, with a lot more fungal growth as a result, especially in the
later months of the season, but it appears the conditions were still not ideal for a Ghost Orchid to flower. An increased
number of indicator species were also observed at the sites, especially of Yellow-birds Nest and Helleborines, which is
definitely a positive sign after last year’s poor showing.
Analysing the weather patterns from the Met Office for 2015, rainfall was still down, especially compared with years such
as 1953 when an exceptional count of 25 Ghost Orchids was recorded in Buckinghamshire. Over the main 3 months of the
Ghost Orchid season, there was an average rainfall of just 44.63mm compared to 65.56mm in 1953, while over the
winter months the temperature had risen considerably (an average of 0.5°C in 1953 compared to 3.2°C during the winter
of 2014).
The weather is thought to play a key role in determining Ghost Orchid growth in the UK, and with the mild weather
observed yet again this winter, only time will tell what effects this will have on the forthcoming flowering season.
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The 2015 findings in more depth:

2015 appeared to be a much wetter season than the extremely dry one we experienced in 2014, especially during the
latter months (many of you reported conditions were still far too dry in the first half of the season) with volunteers
Andrew Barnes & Kathryn Knapp noting that Site B (Satwell) in particular had soil that was considerably moister than the
previous year.
Perhaps as a direct correlation, an increased number of fungi were reported throughout
the sites, with Inocybes reported at Site B (Satwell) by Andrew Barnes and Kathryn Knapp
and a Woolly Inocybe found by Beryl Doran at Site A (Marlow) towards the end of August.
A number of other interesting fungi were also found at this site during August by
volunteer Tess Wright, including Magpie Inkcaps and Dog Stinkhorns.

Once again, Site B (Satwell) looked to be one of the most promising localities out of the Chilterns woods, with volunteer
Grahame Preston noting that location C at this site in particular had conditions that looked ideal for Ghost Orchid growth,
with an abundance of deep moist leaf litter at the base of the large pit on site.
However, this area, as with the rest of Site B (Satwell) seems susceptible to trampling, and Grahame reported that there
had been considerable disturbance along the bridleway here with mountain bikes, disturbance by horses’ hooves from
excessive horse riding and general footstep compression all affecting the soil. Indeed, Grahame reported seeing mountain
bikes using the site on his visit in June.
In addition, the fence reported last year has now been erected by location C – a 2
metre high metal grill fence that runs from just beyond the pit at the corner of the
field by the white house, all the way
down to the bridleway, extending
further along the bottom of the valley .
This now unfortunately prevents
access to the majority of Violet
Helleborines in the wood. Whilst
excluding access to a section of the
wood, this shouldn’t impact the key
Ghost Orchid locations at Site B
(Satwell).
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The 2015 findings continued:
Site A (Pullingshill) looked to be slightly damper this year, indicating conditions may have been more suitable, but the
general consensus from volunteers is that this site (once considered a stronghold for the species) is now becoming just far
too dry to encourage Ghost Orchid growth. It is worth noting however that BBOWT have taken over the site, so habitat
management practices could be put in to place to try and improve the conditions.
Our Warburg volunteer Giles Alder reported that as a whole the year had been a poor one for Beech wood orchids at
Warburg - namely Narrow-lipped Helleborine and Violet Helleborines, but also Yellow-birds Nest plants. Whilst all 3 did
flower, they were not in great numbers, and Giles reported that the site had been fairly dry – not ideal conditions for Ghost
Orchid growth.
However, elsewhere seemed to be a relatively good year for Yellowbirds Nest, which was found in impressive numbers on more than once
occasion by our volunteers. Beryl Doran and David Minnion found 20
Yellow-birds Nest plants at Site A (Marlow) at the beginning of August
(also reported by Jon Agar at the end of July), while Tess Wright found
28 spikes of Yellow-birds Nest at Site D (Lambridge) towards the end of
September. This is extremely encouraging, and both of these exact
locations will be searched again thoroughly during 2016. Yellow-birds
Nest were also found in much smaller numbers at Site B (Satwell) and
Site A (Marlow) throughout the season by Beryl Doran and Grahame
Preston.
In comparison, we had just one report of Birds-nest Orchid (another indicator species) from our volunteers, with Grahame
Preston finding two shrivelled specimens at location D at Site B (Satwell), indicating that this was an incredibly poor year for
this species across our locations. Indeed an absence of Birds-nest Orchids at Site A (Marlow) was noted throughout the

Right: Potential pitfalls - small stems of Yellowbirds Nest and Beech saplings as observed by
volunteer Tess Wright.
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The 2015 findings continued:
Helleborines on the other hand fared slightly better,
with Green-flowered Helleborine found by Tess
Wright at Site D (Lambridge) on several occasions,
while Tess also located another blind helleborine at
Site A (Marlow) during August. Volunteer Beryl Doran
also noted Helleborines at Site A (Marlow) towards
the end of July and again in August. Several Narrowlipped Helleborines were also found by Beryl in June
at Site A (Marlow), while volunteer Jon Agar found
several individuals during July. Grahame Preston also
reported a single Narrow-lipped Helleborine along
with a Broad-leaved Helleborine and two rosettes at
the site during August. A single White Helleborine
was also noted by Grahame Preston at Site B
(Satwell) during June.

Herefordshire Report by Ghost Orchid Project Officer Sean Cole
Site C (Herefordshire) was visited seven times by me, from August through to the end of September. Bramble had been
cleared from the main ditch in which the Ghost Orchid had previously flowered (it had become completely overgrown in
previous years).
The site was initially much drier than in recent years, with very few fruiting fungi. This changed somewhat during
September, when numbers increased, both in terms of species and individuals/groups. However, my estimation was that
there were generally less than in recent years, perhaps indicating suboptimal conditions for a Ghost flowering event. Of
course, no Ghosts were found. Unfortunately this part of the wood has no other Orchid species or Yellow Bird's-nest that
might be indicator species. A nearby section under beech was much drier than normal, with low numbers of fungi.
There is another site in Herefordshire, not far from Ludlow, that I check regularly
in August and September. I have specially arranged access to this private site,
where there is a convincing, but unconfirmed report from 1971 of several
flowering Ghosts. This site holds many fungi, and 2015 was no exception although numbers did not start to appear until early in September, and then
were lower than in 2014, the first year I searched the site.
This site is promising because of the proliferation of fungi and previous records
of Yellow Bird's-nest, but potential habitat is rather limited within the site, and
quite spread out. I will be seeking access again in 2016.
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Inocybe fungi—an update
As documented in a paper by Roy et al. (2009), Ghost Orchids require a partnership with several types
of fungi in order to survive, mainly of the genus Inocybe. Several species of Inocybe fungi grow in the
UK, and we have previously identified the following as being particularly of note: Inocybe geophylla
(White Fibrecap) Inocybe flocculosa (Fleecy Fibrecap), Innocybe lanuginosa (Woolly Fibrecap), Inocybe
whitei (Blushing Fibrecap), Inocybe griseolilacina (Lilac leg Fibrecap), Inocybe dulcamara and Inocybe
fuscidula.

Looking at the record function on the NBN Gateway
website for Inocybe species, locations can be established
that may be suitable for Ghost Orchid growth.
Searching for all of the above species, the Forest of Dean
in Gloucestershire (see map left) holds several of the key
Inocybe species associated with Ghost Orchids—with
records dating from 1990 to 2016. This may indicate that
the woods in this area may be worth searching in future
years to assess whether they are suitable for Ghost
Orchid growth.
Of particular interest, the Forest of Dean is only 20 miles
away from Haugh Wood in Herefordshire, the last
location that Ghost Orchids were recorded in the UK.

In contrast, the absence of
Inocybe species in the
Chilterns is also particularly
telling, with just one 1km
square record of Inocybe
geophylla in the past 26 years
(see map below), and no
other
Inocybe
species
recorded.
Whilst this may be down to a
lack of records on the NBN
Gateway system, the absence
of Inocybe species may play a
factor in why Ghost Orchids
have vanished from their
historical haunts in the area,
with conditions no longer
being suitable for either the
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The Relevance of Herbarium Specimens – The Natural History Museum
Mike Waller
Since starting the Identification Trainers for the Future traineeship at the Natural History Museum (NHM) last March,
I’ve been freely able to indulge not just my passion in orchids but also the wider flora of the British Isles. This was
partially aided by the fact that the entire British and Irish Herbarium (including large Lepidoptera synoptic collection)
was located approximately 2 metres behind my desk! After work I cumulatively spent many hours carefully sifting
through the amassed folders of specimens, some dating back to the mid-18th century.
I was lucky in discovering a previously unknown specimen sheet of Red Helleborines
(Cephalanthera rubra) – a species almost as rare as the Ghost Orchid in the British Isles. The
date on the sheet read 1891 and the location clearly stated: ‘Woods: Great Marlow,
Buckinghamshire’1. This puts this species’ presence in the Chilterns back by at least 64 years as
all current literature references the first and current population was found in 1955 (Harrap &
Harrap, 2005)2. For volunteers searching the Marlow woods complex over the forth-coming
season, please keep an eye out for Red Helleborines too – just in case!
But the use of the orchid specimens held in the NHM herbarium doesn’t end there.
2015 saw the launch of the Orchid Observers citizen science project. Run by NHM botanist Kath Castillo with scientific
guidance from Dr. Mark Spencer, Orchid Observers sought to assess whether British orchids are responding to climate
change by calculating the average historical flowering times of 26 selected species using the extensive herbarium
collection as the baseline data and then comparing this with current flowering times.
At the time of writing, the accumulated data is still being analysed but preliminary results suggest that virtually all
species studied have shown a change in their average flowering times, some flowering up to 5 days earlier than they
did historically. This supports the widely observed anecdotal evidence that many of us have witnessed over the years.
No doubt many readers contributed to the project with their own images – thank you for your help!
Of course, the Ghost Orchid is far too rare to have been included in the project but many
readers will be aware that the NHM holds several British Ghost Orchid specimens
including the very first plant ever collected and recorded in 1854 on the banks of the
Sapey Brook. Despite being a very thin folder, alongside the specimens themselves there
is a wealth of fascinating material including some spectacular watercolour paintings and
letters written back and forth between the eminent botanists of the time. The mystery
and intrigue surrounding the species was clearly as fervent then as it is today.
1 Waller, M. 2016. Newly examined herbarium sheet confirms earlier historical presence of Red Helleborine
(Cephalanthera rubra) in the Buckinghamshire Chilterns. Journal of the Hardy Orchid Society Vol. 13 No. 1 (79),
p 9.
2 Harrap, A. & Harrap, S. 2005. Orchids of Britain and Ireland: A Field and Site Guide. A & C Black Publishers
Ltd.
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BSBI Annual Exhibition 2015
On Saturday 28th November, we were invited to exhibit our work for a 2nd year at the BSBI
Annual Exhibition Meeting. This year it was held at the Natural History Museum – an easy
journey for Mike! This gave us the opportunity to show some of the genuine British Ghost Orchid
specimens carried up from the British and Irish herbarium housed in the Angela Marmont Centre
for UK Biodiversity.
Like the previous year, it was another manic but very exciting day with a lot of interest from visitors. Discussions centred on where
Ghost Orchids can be found today, why they have declined and of course – why are they just so elusive!?
Our good friend Simon Harrap also stopped by for some in depth discussion on
the provenance of the Chiltern Ghost Orchids. Until recently, The Ghost Orchid
Project had agreed that all Chiltern plants must originate from the continent;
brought in with the roots of Beech trees which were mostly planted in the 18th
century in the current Ghost Orchid localities. However, Simon pointed out that
prior to transport, tree root masses were thoroughly cleaned of soil and leaf litter
to make them as light as possible. It seems probable therefore that the Chiltern
Ghosts were already there in nearby native patches of woodland before
colonising their recent positions. Let’s hope they reappear in those stunning
woodlands.
Right: Sean on a tour of the British and Irish herbarium led by Dr. Fred Rumsey.
We have several new volunteers joining the search for Ghost Orchids at
Warburg Nature Reserve. Situated near Bix in Oxfordshire and
managed by BBOWT, this fantastic site is full to the brim of interesting
flora and fauna, with a large number of Inocybe fungi also known to be
growing on the reserve. Whilst no Ghost Orchids have been historically
recorded at Warburg, the close proximity to existing Ghost sites
coupled with the abundance of Inocybe fungi, Helleborines and other
orchid species, as well as deep Beech wood shade, means that
Warburg as a new site is an excellent location to widen the search. If
you or anyone you know would be interested in surveying Warburg for
Ghost Orchids, please get in touch on info@ghostorchidproject.co.uk.

The Ghost Orchid Project is
always looking for new
volunteers to help with the
search. Please spread the
word far and wide to
anyone you know who may
be interested—the more
people on board the higher
the chance that any
flowering Ghosts can be
found.

Our hopes for 2016!
For 2016 our intention is that the majority of the searches will be concentrated in the Chilterns, with an increased number of
visits to the last known flowering site in Herefordshire. In addition to this, if any volunteers feel that there is suitable habitat
nearby that they would like to check, regardless of whether there have been past records of Ghost Orchids, we would be
interested to hear. A negative result is still useful to the project..
Our huge thanks once again go out to our brilliant volunteers – without you the project wouldn’t be possible on the scale
that it is and our extreme gratitude goes out to everyone who took the time to search and send us a report. Fingers crossed
for a flowering Ghost Orchid in 2016—Happy Hunting everyone!
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